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Abstract: Mohammad Reza Pahlavi when divorced his first wife he was planning to marry, she had a lot of close
friends and family is a large and influential aristocratic families and were introduced to him. Soraya Bakhtiari, By
Furlough Safari Bakhtiari The court found that the interaction of publication .Was introduce Soraya, Mohammad
Reza Shah at the photos, he was fond of unique beauty. This interest led to the marriage of the two.
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1. Introduction
* The reason of married Mohammad Reza
Shah to Soraya Bakhtiari
The old kings of countries. The home of nomadic
tribes to consolidate his power base, Comes to
political several marriages, When Mohammad Reza
Shah after his wife was seeking a divorce Queen
Fazes, The American Civil extensive negotiations
with Tehran and Washington do.
Ambassador George Allen America Offered to
Mohammad Reza Shah, Procedures for marriage of
former kings like Safaris and Ghana rulers to adopt
.Instead of marrying the beautiful princess Europe
and neighboring countries. Tribal is one of the most
powerful and beautiful girl marry. States have family
ties with Iran and support him (Milani, 2012).
Winter 1948, When American aircraft belonging
to the DIAI, America's military intelligence agency,
Major Christie was the assistant military attaché in
America, Bakhtiari fell in yellow mountain, These
days the aircraft and the highlands of southwestern
Iran, known as the Zagros mountains of Bakhtiari,
Valuable picture was taken, And after finding the
carcass, Images were sent to America , By looking at
images of the Bakhtiari region and the Zagros
Mountains of Iran to defend against a possible attack
by the Red Army (Russia) was diagnosed. And the
Army Chief of Staff Lt. Gen. Ramada ordered a
number of machine guns and rifles in a war between
tribes and southern partisan divide (Mo'tazedi,
2006)
According to the two cases mentioned above,
Mohammad Reza encourages America to get married
and intermarried with both ghashghaee and
Bakhtiari Tribal was and conducting research; To
achieve its goals. The state of rancor and
disagreement between the side and Bakhtiari and
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Ghashghayi was the best way to marry a girl of the
tribe. But the events of 1941 to 1946 King a person
who live in ghashghaee who rebelled several times,
He hated them. Although Kherson Khan Ghashghaee
proposed marriage with Princess Fatimah Pahlavi
was later that was done. Finally, Mohammad Reza
Shah and his internal and external consultants, the
tribe also benefit from the country's king and
diagnosis, Soraya Bakhtiari family because the family
is of Iranian origin and a powerful Iran and the
Bakhtiari tribe belonged. Strong and brave and war
was barley. Mohammad Reza is married with one
daughter of the tribe would take the former
opacities. Sore married the Shah of Iran Bakhtiari
backed Shah of Iran and became a constitutional
monarch (Pytravry, 1988). Let that raging A. Khan
Bakhtiari court to stimulate and to support the king
against Mossadegh's government knows .By the Reza
Bakhtiari Khans, so that some of them, Killed or
imprisoned. The Pahlavi dynasty was always
unhappy and angry. The tribe and culture, especially
in the enemy does not give enough blood and
Chevron (Chevron blood) this work was done with
marriage among the youth space. It seems that
marriage with Soraya, Mohammad Reza Shah, in this
era of change and some Bakhtiari national and local
post office and they, In fact, it was a relief to the
wounded of his marriage to enter the Bakhtiari tribe,
Mohammad Reza Shah with the support Bakhtiari
get married. It suggested Nina Assad (Assad
KATAYON) and Soraya to marry Shah Pahlavi regime
and the desire to unite with the Bakhtiari. Notably,
although the marriage was in favor of the Bakhtiari
Khans, especially the more able to provide the
benefits of family patriarch. Soraya was because of
family and the patriarch. The Hajj patriarch of the
family who were in the course of progress. Including
the ability Timor Bakhtiar and his personal
characteristics and abilities, not because of the
presence of Queen Soraya Pahlavi. The inherent
beauty and individual characteristics Soraya was
that the king was fond of her, Prince of Persia
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Soraya's mother and German father. She's a beauty,
general and specific language in the world
(Bakhtiari, 1998). As the newspapers called him the
god of wind. And Mohammed Reza seeing his
picture on here. As a child, her mother Soraya
((Raya)) called. Educated and trained in Switzerland
customs of European culture. The same properties of
a European king to further his own interests, His
French, English and German were taught well. Queen
of England after Queen Elizabeth the Queen world.
Italian and Greek literature and was familiar dialect
of Persian Bakhtiari knew. And had all the
characteristics of a queen and the installation of
racially and lead Bakhtiari side. (Afrasiabi, 2001).
Conclusions
The tribe of women and people Reza Shah
Pahlavi of being associated with the court must also
be considered. So that Mrs. Furlough Safer, Babe
delightful and Phoebe Assad to court. Particularly
associated with the Queen Mother's crown. Able to
end the marriage alliance with the Mohammad Reza
Shah Pahlavi, Soraya's role. Fazio Mohammad Reza
Shah after divorce. In order to continue and maintain
the Pahlavi monarchy hereditary Prince was needed.
And because of Fazio child was a boy, under the
constitution the monarch was developed that neither
his daughter nor the other children who were Ghana
women could not be Prince. The Crown Prince
Mohammad Reza Shah for having. For married life.
And dispel rumors about his ethical problems had
arisen. By Thuraya Bakhtiari married. And the media
dubbed Queen Thuraya had emerald eyes.
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